Reliable Handling of Road Rules in Vehicle Transportation Using VANET
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Abstract— This paper focuses on the development of a system for vehicle classification, speed measuring and controlling, weight measuring in bus and truck, navigation routing, signal notifications, and height notation in the road side areas. In this the Mixed Signal Processor is used for the controlling of the whole system. This controller unit is placed in both the vehicle as well as road side. An algorithm based on this is Vehicular Ad-hoc Network, from this algorithm the vehicle and road side networks could communicate with each other wirelessly. The developed sensor system is compact, wireless, and inexpensive. Vehicle classification is useful in a number of applications, including road maintenance and management, roadway design, emissions evaluation, multimode traffic model development, traffic control, traffic signal design, and toll systems development. Inductive speed sensors give a voltage output when subjected to a changing magnetic field. The field is set up by a magnet inside the sensor body and changes when ferromagnetic teeth are passed beneath the sensor (no magnets are required in the target). The voltage increases with increasing speed and with a reduction of the gap between the sensor and the target. Speed control based on RTC and area using VANET with vehicle speed analysis using on board unit and vehicle classification and alerting system also we implement. In that field vehicle control the emission of vehicle depends upon traffic signal design and traffic analysis using traffic flow and shortest path preference. And also implement signal alert for vehicle turns in tunnels or some congested path roadways. Load sensor is using for load analysis for vehicle and mention the over ton warning system and vehicle scheduling system also implement by using Real Time Clock (RTC).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new kind of ad hoc network is hitting the streets VANETs. In these networks, vehicles communicate with each other and possibly with a roadside infrastructure to provide a long list of applications varying from transit safety to driver assistance and internet access. In these networks, knowledge of the real time position of nodes is an assumption made by most protocols, algorithms, and applications. This is a very reasonable assumption, since GPS receivers can be installed easily in vehicles, a number of which already comes with this technology. But as VANETs advance into critical areas and become more dependent on localization systems, GPS is starting to show some undesired problems such as not always being available or not being robust enough for some applications. For this reason, a number of other localization techniques such as dead reckoning, cellular localization, and image video localization have been used in VANETs to overcome GPS limitations.

This paper describes a sensing system that can be placed adjacent to a road and can be used for vehicle routing, vehicle classification, and vehicle speed measurements. The proposed system can make these traffic measurements reliably for traffic in the lane adjacent to the sensors. The developed signal processing algorithms enable the sensor to be robust to the presence of traffic in other lanes of the road. Organized traffic generally has well established priorities lanes, right of way, and traffic control at inter sections. Events which disrupt the flow and may cause traffic to degenerate into a disorganized mess include road construction, collisions and debris in the roadway. On particularly busy freeways, a minor disruption may persist in a phenomenon known as traffic waves.

A complete breakdown of organization may result in traffic congestion and gridlock. Simulations of organized traffic frequently involve queuing theory, stochastic processes and equations of mathematical physics applied to traffic flow.

Several technologies are involved in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks, especially as enablers of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). These are GSM, UMTS, WiMAX limited Wi-Fi and a new and specific technology thought for this kind of applications, namely Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) communication is shown in the figure (1), it basically used to provide various services to its user. Vehicular networks pose a number of unique challenges.

Fig. 1: VANET Communication

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the signal strength and sensing system configuration is discussed. In Section III, the detection performance of the system is presented. The method that was developed to make the system robust to traffic in the nonadjacent lane is described in Section IV. In Section V, the speed estimation method is described. Vehicle classification is discussed in Section VI. A method of counting the number of vehicles
that make a right turn at an intersection is discussed in Section VII. Conclusions are presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

This chapter presents the existing method they used on the development of a portable road side magnetic sensor system for vehicle counting, classification, and speed measurement. This system is used in the adjacent lanes only, not applicable for non adjacent lanes. This could only do the operation for only one vehicle at a time. This operation is more accurate because of the low number of vehicles, but in countries like India single lane process is not possible. It gives some reference how to create a system for more number of vehicles in a lane that is non adjacent.

A. Vehicle Detection and Counting:

Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the sensing system, which includes four three-axis AMR sensors placed on the side of the road. The objective of the system is to count the number of vehicles, measure the speed, and classify the vehicles that pass in the adjacent lane. Magnetic field readings of the x-, y-, and z-axes, with the sensor placed at the center of the road lane. Here, the x-axis is along the longitudinal direction of travel of the vehicles, the y-axis is perpendicular to the direction of travel of the vehicles, and the z-axis is perpendicular to the road surface and upward. The recorded signals from the sensors placed adjacent to the road are more uniform compared to the case that the sensors are on the road. This behavior makes the detection more reliable, because large oscillations in the signals can cause errors due to the double detection of a single vehicle. In particular, it was observed that the signals measured along the z-axis have very similar patterns for a large variety of vehicles. Hence, magnetic readings of the z-axis of sensor 1 are used for detecting and counting the passing vehicles in the adjacent lane. A threshold of 30 counts was used as the vehicle detection threshold. This threshold was experimentally selected. If it is set very high, smaller vehicles will not be detected, and if it is set very low, a higher percentage of vehicles that pass in the nonadjacent lane will be detected. Although a robust algorithm is developed to reduce the false detections due to vehicles that pass in the nonadjacent lane, it is good to avoid false detections at an early stage to have a minimized final false detection rate. Signals from 188 vehicles driving in the adjacent lane were recorded in two days during afternoon hours, with clear-sky conditions. Out of the 188 vehicles, 186 vehicles created a large-enough signal to be detected, resulting in a detection rate of 99%.

B. Speed Estimation:

Speed estimation of a passing vehicle is required to measure the vehicle length, which is used for vehicle classification. Speed estimation also has other applications; for example, it has been used by researchers to estimate the queue length for ramp-metering algorithms. Transportation agencies use estimated speed information for setting speed limits and timing traffic signals. There are some proposed methods in the literature for speed measurement using a single magnetic sensor, however, those methods provide only an average estimate of the speed over a number of passing vehicles. To measure individual vehicle speed, two longitudinally spaced sensors are required. The conventional method for estimating speed with two magnetic sensors is based on the detection times of the two sensors. If the detection times for sensors “a” and “b” are ta,ON, ta,OFF , tb,ON, and tb,OFF , an estimate of the speed can be calculated as

\[ v = \frac{d_{a-b}}{((t_b,ON - t_a,ON) + (t_b,OFF - t_a,OFF))/2} \]

C. Vehicle Classification:

Vehicle classification is useful in a number of applications, including road maintenance and management, roadway design, emissions evaluation, multimode traffic model development, traffic control, traffic signal design, and toll systems development. The classification method proposed in this section is based on using the magnetic length and an estimate of the average vertical height of the passing vehicles. Vehicles are classified into the following four classes. They are Sedans, SUVs, pickups, and vans, Buses, two- and three-axle trucks, articulated buses and four- to six-axle trucks.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

As a new proposed technology developed here for enhancing the transportation monitoring and maintenance for discipline transporting, has reached to a new level in human innovation aspect. The block diagram of proposed system design in vehicle unit is shown in figure 3. This prototype is made for improving the safety and reduces the traffic in the cities and over traffic areas. Bellow the road side unit has shown these two together can do the things we wanted from the proposed prototype.

![Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Proposed System in Vehicle Unit](image)

The block diagram of proposed system design in road-side unit is shown in figure 4. Both the vehicle and road side units are communicate with each other by the...
wireless transceiver, they transferring their dates to one another. The works donned by these systems are discussed bellow.

![Fig. 4: Block Diagram of Proposed System in Road-Side Unit](image)

A. Vehicle Routing:
The traffic information flowing in the network may affect the traffic decisions. Traffic View is a mechanism that can be routed with a vehicle as the future aspect. The vehicles which have Traffic view device installed will broadcast the traffic information using short range wireless communication. In contrast, applications such as traffic and congestion monitoring require collecting information from vehicles that span multiple kilometers. More in general, we can distinguish between intra and inter-vehicle communications. The first term is used to describe communications within a vehicle, while the second one represents communications between vehicles, or vehicles and sensors, placed in or on various locations, such as roadways, signs, parking areas, and so on. From this we can take decision to which way to go and which way not to.

B. Signal Monitoring:
Today unmanaged traffic is generating many problems to the public such as having to wait for so much time in the intersections, accidents to the careless driver behavior etc. The vehicles that arrive towards traffic signal are grouped into the platoons which are assumed to be equal sized jobs. Then these jobs are scheduled using an online algorithm called Oldest Job First (OJF) algorithm to reduce the delay across the intersection. The traffic signal timing can be made dynamic by determining the vehicle density of the platoon and depending upon that the green times are calculated and vehicles are evacuated, thereby minimizing the waiting time.

C. Speed Measuring and Controlling:
This system mainly uses photoelectric sensor, electrical power source and micro-controller for controlling the vehicle speed. The arrangement of the components used in this system. By using this simple system we can control automatically the speed of the vehicle. The vehicle will move with designated speed (low speed) of the control system even though the driver wants to drive the vehicle with high velocities. The system will start working only when we applying the brake a number of times. The brake will act like a switch. When the brake is pressed the circuit will be completed by the battery which will start conducting the charge, which will be stored in the toroidal coil. Due to high valued resistor in the parallel circuit and low resistance of coil, 95% of charge will be stored within the coil. This charge will create a magnetic field around the coil that will pull the controlling rod. This controlling rod movement will be used for controlling the fuel supply system for varying the fuel rate entering into the combustion chambers.

D. Weight Measuring In Bus and Truck:
Heavy vehicles can be a direct cause for damage to the road structure. In order to reduce ever growing road maintenance costs, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport is trying to improve the automatic measurement system of special vehicles and tighten the regulations on vehicles with gross weights exceeding 20 tons. As the technology to contribute to this purpose, we have developed the technology to allow the measurement of the dynamic axle load of a vehicle with high accuracy by installing load cell in the heavy duty vehicles like trucks and busses. That load cell can convert the mechanical load energy into electrical then it is go to the controller unit if the load is high in the bus for continuous time then there is high rush is identified then alternatively separate bus may be provided for the particular time if in the truck weight is higher they must not allowed to run after the weight is reduced then only it will allowed to run until the ignition will be turned off in that particular system. Thus from this approach the road is maintained properly then the accidents and unwanted traffics also been avoided.

E. Height Notation in the Road Side Areas:
In the world the vehicles may different according to their purposes some of them are used for domestically and others are used for industrial. They also termed as heavy and light vehicles by their usage. In some cases their height may vary, all transportation are not donned in the same path ways they might have face some paths like tunnels, bridges, etc. If the vehicles passes through those ways then they have face some problems like struck into them or take some extra time for reaching other directions if the already gone to the problem areas. Thus the infrared sensor has placed in the way that has bridge or tunnel in it. If the vehicle cuts the IR rays then they alerted to take diversion by the RFID tag. An incident happened in Australia that while transporting giraffe from one place to the other a bridge is hit the giraffe’s head and died. These kind of problems may avoided by this application.

IV. CONCLUSION
The implementation of proposed system is to create a reliable handling of road rules in vehicle transportation using VANET. As that mentioned that reliable system it is far more easy and fitted system for the handling of road rules. This system is suitable for every environment. This could be more accurate system for various operations at a time. From this system the vehicles speed controlling for the vehicles in the city areas, load monitoring in bus/truck is donned then if load is higher in trucks it won’t let the truck to be move that is ignition system is stopped and for bus the
over load is detected and message send to the transport corporation for alerting the rush in the particular area and in the particular time thus they may put some extra busses to there, the signal monitoring is used to avoid the waiting times in the traffic signals, the height measure is donned for avoiding the over heighted vehicle to take the wrong path if there is any tunnels or bridges they less higher for them to cross, the routing process is donned for the persons to take shorter distance path or less traffic path by the VANET based algorithms. This system is avoiding the unwanted traffic and reduces the rushes in the peak areas in peak hour.
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